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An ar&s&c detec&ve in the museum archive: crea&ve response to repatria&on
and its historical context
The museum archive contains threads of narra2ve that glimpse and reﬂect the life
histories of those whose remains were taken overseas and used for scien2ﬁc
study. Detec2ve work in the archive recovers these stories as it also acts to disturb
and break the pervasive mechanisms by which bodies and lives were objec2ﬁed
and rendered technical through measurement. This presenta2on seeks to provide
an ar2s2c response to the stories that enliven and establish the deceased as once
more part of their community and the detec2ve work that makes this happen.
Introduc&on
Firstly I pay my respects to the TradiMonal owners of these islands.
I would like to thank WAC8 for the opportunity to both present and be present
at my ﬁrst WAC conference, an amazing experience.
Special thanks to Cressida Fforde for all her assistance and encouragement, and
my inclusion in this conference stream.

Julie Gough
Manifesta)on (Bruny Island) 2010
Giclee print on Hahnemuhle photo rag paper, ed: 10
Image 400 x 600 mm (paper 600 x 800 mm)

This presentaMon is in three parts –
introducMon / contextualisaMon , a
quick overview, the 3 part topic, and
then a brief conclusion. I am illustraMng
the talk with general artwork images,
that will more speciﬁcally relate to the
three key topics later in the presentaMon.

Julie Gough
Manifesta)on 2010
Tea tree, charcoal, furniture
Exhibited in Li@oral,
curated by Vivonne Thwaites,
Carnegie Gallery, Hobart, April 2010
Image by Jack Be^

So, my context. I am a Tasmanian
Aboriginal person. I am Trawlwoolway
from my mum’s family, my TradiMonal
Country is Tebrikunna, far north east
Tasmania. My father, his parents, most of
his siblings immigrated from Scotland to
Australia in the 1940s.

Julie Gough
OBSERVANCE, 2012 (ﬁlm sMlls and installaMon view at
Tandanya, Adelaide, February 2012) video projecMon HDMI,
H264, 9:16, colour, sound, 17:09 mins ed:10, edited by
Jemma Rea.
View on: h^ps://youtu.be/W-25h7FZ7mY

I am also an arMst, exhibiMng since 1994,
mostly in Australia, mostly in group
exhibiMons, more than 120, plus about 20
solo exhibiMons.
I work predominately in installaMon and
video art. Almost all exhibiMons and
artworks have focused on what is
commonly termed contact history or
colonial history. This was a criMcal period
of chaos for my ancestors, since the 1790s,
from which Mme we were nearly rendered
exMnct, and which I am trying to render
intelligible through art.

Julie Gough
Disturbed site 2001
Acrylic on gessoed boards
(each 50 x 50cm)
variable dimensions
collecMon the arMst

Also, I (as others have also admi^ed
during WAC-8) am a lapsed
archaeologist, at least a graduate with a
BA in what was then termed Prehistory,
from the university of West Australia, in
1986. Five years later I defected to art
studies.

I will now unpack my rationale for
why I obsessively trawl Tasmania
and other places - virtual and
actual, indoor (often Archives) and
outdoors - to attempt to reunite my
people’s fragmented past.

Julie Gough
Driving Black Home, 2001 (detail)
14 postcards, each 10 x 15 cm
100 boxed sets
Exhibited Paciﬁc Biennale, Noumea, 2001 and Art Gallery of NSW, 2002

Julie Gough
Driving Black Home 2001
15 postcards, each 10 x 15 cm,
(details) mantelpiece
100 boxed sets

This path seems almost delineated for
me by being born and growing up away
from my Country and People - apart
from my immediate family.
Born in Victoria, Australia, with more
than a decade in West Australia, and
time also in NSW and QLD - I moved
‘back’, as I feel it to be, to Tasmania 23
years ago, late in 1993, having never
previously actually lived there.

This adult ‘return’ rendered me a
latecomer who had missed criMcal
Tasmania Aboriginal poliMcs, plus facMon
forming and strategy sejng by the
Tasmanian Aboriginal community, or
rather as constructed on behalf of the
community by the Tasmanian Aboriginal
Centre. I sMll haven’t caught up.

Julie Gough
We ran/I am. Journal of George Augustus Robinson, 3 November 1830, Swan Island, North East Tasmania – “I issued slops to all the fresh
na&ves, gave them baubles and played the ﬂute, and rendered them as sa&sﬁed as I could. The people all seemed sa&sﬁed at their clothes.
Trousers is excellent things and conﬁnes their legs so they cannot run.” 2007 (details)

Calico, 14 photographs on
paper, earth pigments, c2.0 x
7.5 x 0.05m. Photography by
Craig Opie; Map of the Black
Line: “Military OperaMons
against the Aboriginal
Inhabitants of Van Diemen’s
Land: No. 9 FIELD PLAN of
MOVEMENTS OF THE
MILITARY” courtesy of the
Tasmaniana Library, TAHO
(Tasmanian Archives and
Heritage Oﬃce), CollecMon of
Devonport Regional Gallery

Directed by the above factors, my
role is a self-set insider/outsider. I
may ‘fit’ geneaologically, but actually,
coming back / “jumping up” back
here = there = Tasmania, as an
oddity, a longterm institutionalized
individual with 5 degrees from 4
universities, has mostly provisioned
me with more of a onerous or
inexplicable history than the norm for
a community unsurprisingly distrustful
of ‘research’ and institutions.

Further, my art is mostly viewed by non
Aboriginal people in mainstream
galleries.
This ampliﬁes and perpetuates my role
as alienated interlocutor.
So, I focus on being a kind of itch that
mainstream society needs to scratch, a
thorn in its side, and an agent of
memory for their deliberate amnesiacs,
as well as for us.

Julie Gough
Driving Black Home...2 2009 (ﬁlm sMlls)
dvd loop: duraMon 3 hr 43 min 55 secs
Editor Nancy Mauro-Flude
Driver Koenraad Goossens
Land Grants given out between 1804 - 1832 in VDL
(Van Diemen’s Land = Tasmania) : 3125 grants
Acres: 1 million 842 thousand and 234 acres
On average one grant given every 3.25 days for 28 years
Tasmanian Aboriginal people in 1804: Approx. 5000
Tasmanian Aboriginal people in 1832: Approx. 250

A brief expansion on one point. My
return to Tasmania, was and is not a
moment but is ongoing - something I
think is important to consider also
regarding returned ancestors’
remains and cultural objects – this
being that disrupted Mme/place/
relaMonships cannot be ﬁxed or setright overnight.

Julie Gough
Traveller 2013 (ﬁlm sMlls)
HDMI video projecMon, 16:9, 8:43 min,
colour, sound
edited by Jemma Rea
http://youtu.be/aoWJdRBVafw

So, this, my reinstatement or from Paul
Tapsell’s words on Tuesday, this restora&on
journey, that I personally view it as, gives me
a sense of aﬃliaMon with the limbo of
alienaMon, of being out of Country, that has
aﬄicted our absent ancestors’ and cultural
objects held elsewhere.
This, in my interpretaMon, in part explains
why I seem ﬁxed on this path of almost
pseudo re-enacMng past deeds, to try to bring
them, re-draw them forward, to a form of
conclusion or resoluMon. Through
installaMon/video/sculpture I can create
parallel versions, imaginings, of repatriaMve
moments.

Julie Gough
The Grounds of Surrender 2011 [video sMlls]
2 channel video, 9:16, colour, sound, 19:17 mins
edited by Jemma Rea
exhibited Sept 2011 – Feb 2012 QVMAG Launceston
h^p://youtu.be/xSA4dAsTBPU

I am willing things to return, these things are
not always or even ouen overseas held
people/objects, but more about culture in
disarray, of which the sca^ered objects and
human remains, fragments faraway, are the
furtherest bounds.
They are tangible evidence of the violent
explosion that was and is colonial invasion for
our people.

Julie Gough
HUNTING GROUND incorpora&ng Barbeque Area 2014 (video sMlls)
HDMI video,H264, 1080P, 16:9, colour, sound, 10:17 mins, ediMon of 5, edited by Jemma Rea
View on: h^p://youtu.be/bbV2q6Uz8ps
Exhibited in: HUNTING GROUND incorporaMng Barbeque Area (solo exhibiMon)
Gallery Gabrielle Pizzi, Fitzroy (Melbourne)
23 Oct – 15 Nov 2014

These artworks are about reinstaMng
my connecMons and knowledges to
ma^ers that have been severely
damaged, tesMng the possibiliMes for
repair, while informing the mainstream
that we have not forgo^en.
I also hope this work might assist other
Aboriginal people, but can’t presume
this.

Julie Gough
Forceﬁeld 2 2009
Apple tree, brick ﬁreplace, deposiMon from
ms3251 NLA, Tasmanian oak,’ The FabricaMon
of Aboriginal History” Clemenger Award NaMonal Gallery of Victoria

I am comfortable with the role of
(hopefully) transformaMonal archival
arMst-detecMve, but with misgivings and
concerns about my work and research
generally.
I will touch upon some of these, as an
observer/parMcipant in ﬁelds of various
overlapping invesMgaMons/invesMgators
– in history, Indigenous studies,
repatriaMon, museum studies, and art that all delve into my culture.

Julie Gough
Bad Language 2 2007
Set of 9 silkscreened day bill posters, ed. of 6
Exhibited in INTERRUPTED: rendi&ons of unresolved accounts
(solo exhibiMon) Turner Galleries, Perth, WA

And clarifying - this presentaMon is only
speaking from a single Tasmanian Aboriginal
arMst’s perspecMve, about our history/story –
and I provided this extended introducMon as
an example of what I think is missing: context,
moMvaMon, the journey, for many people
who work with Other people.
I will now expand upon three
interconnected topic-queries about art meets
repatriaMon. I will raise some concerns
about art undertakings in these areas, that
might also be a useful barometer for others
engaged in sensiMve ﬁelds.

Julie Gough
Imperial Leather 1994
co^on, wax, masonite
149 x 204 x 15 cm
collecMon of the NaMonal Gallery of Victoria

These topic-queries are :
[1] what are the possibili&es as an
Aboriginal ar&st to create art about
the repatria&on of ancestors’
remains ?

Julie Gough
She was sold for one guinea 2007
found beaded decoraMon and book on wooden shelf
12 x 13.5 x 20 cm
collecMon of the NaMonal Gallery of Australia

[2] What are the possibili&es as an
Aboriginal ar&st to create art about
the repatria&on of cultural objects ?

Julie Gough (4 films)
Oblivion 2013 (top left )
HDMI video projection, 16:9’
86 minutes, colour, sound
edited by Jemma Rea
Exhibited in: The Lost World
(part 1) solo exhibition CAST
Gallery, Tasma St, Hobart, May
2013

Julie Gough
HAUNTED 2013 (left –
‘erratic’ compass that can’t
find north)
Grey stone spalls, electronic
compass needle
c. 90 x 80 x 80 cm
electronics: Jason James
stonework: Rob O’Connor

and
[3] what are the possibili&es as an
Aboriginal ar&st to create art about the
repatria&on of history ?
So – ﬁrst - What are the possibiliMes for
working as an arMst about repatriaMon of
ancestors’ remains ?

Julie Gough
Some words for change 2008 (detail)
Site speciﬁc outdoor installaMon: tea tree,
32 book pages from Clive Turnbull’s Black War
(1948) dipped in wax
Ephemeral art exhibiMon, Friendly Beaches,
Tasmania
photograph by Simon Cuthbert

This area is problemaMc to engage with, beyond wriMng – but why is this ? – is
wriMng more buﬀered, less raw or dangerous than responding by visual art
means ?
Two reasons for avoiding, as an arMst, the representaMon of repatriaMon of
human remains might be :
[1.1]
Dwelling on the repatriated or not yet repatriated is in part taboo.
To show interest in this (my perspecMve) is viewed with suspicion.
To make art about this would be seen as distasteful.
Aboriginal people in Tasmania don’t discuss these returns generally, especially
auer they’ve happened. It seems wrong to inﬂict more disturbance, to focus on
upon those dead who have suﬀered enough, let alone make ‘art’ about them.
Note: this is about the repatriated dead, not about all of who we call the Old
People.
Also, very few of the Tasmanian Aboriginal community (if indeed we are such a
singular enMty) including myself, know who was taken, who has been repatriated,
who is sMll ‘away’.
This is a great pity but again would be viewed badly to ask too many quesMons.
And as I understand it, none of the repatriated dead to date are any of our direct
ancestors. It is very unlikely for Aboriginal people to create art about other
people’s ancestors.

Julie Gough
ODE 2014 (video still – left )
HDMI video projection, H264, 20000kbps, 16:9, sound, colour, 5:00 min, edited by Jemma Rea. Kenneth
lagoon reeds strung on cotton thread on wallaby jaw and Tasmanian oak hooks (detail – right)
Exhibited in THE SKULLBONE EXPERIMENT, QVMAG, Launceston, 14 March – 18 May 2014 and COFA,
Sydney, July – Aug 2014
View on: http://youtu.be/o-7pQ1K9bA4

[1.2]
Secondly, to interact with human remains
repatriaMon processes even inadvertently …
(eg: being overseas and visiMng culprit museums and
idenMfying oneself as from a culture whose ancestral
Human remains are withheld by that insMtuMon while
negoMaMons are underway (or perhaps in the
future…))
… has been viewed by those who govern
repatriaMon processes (in Tasmania’s case the
Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre (henceforth TAC) as a
dangerous and destrucMve act that could jeopardise
returns.

Julie Gough
Some of our women kidnapped by sealers 2007
inkjet print, ediMon of 10, framed in Tasmanian oak
83 x 118 cm. 1/10
collecMon of the Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery, Launceston, Tasmania

[1.3]
In response to the above 2 points – here is an early art outcome as example of
avoidance of the topic by mirroring it
During my MVA studies in London in 1997-98 a criMcal repatriaMon trip to the UK
and Europe was underway headed by TAC envoys. Three representaMves were
bringing home cultural objects (Trucanini’s necklace and bracelet) and Old
People’s remains. Meanwhile I had been visiMng our cultural objects held Pi^
Rivers Museum, Oxford.
The points I have just abovemenMoned redirected my public art work outcomes
that year. I detoured into focusing on the collectors of our ancestors and cultural
objects, rather than literally illustraMng our capMve cultural objects.
The energy and power and anxiety of RepatriaMon at work whilst I was isolated in
the UK in part derailed my conﬁdence to then make art about our absent objects,
I didn’t want to USE / ABUSE our displaced objects in their sad exiled state, rather
it seemed be^er to focus on those who were known to have caused their current
status, lost so far from home - The Collectors…

Julie Gough
Ebb Tide (The whispering sands) 1998 (details)
16 pyrographically inscribed lifesize ply ﬁgures of BriMsh people
who collected Tasmanian Aboriginal people and cultural
material, placed in Mdal ﬂat at Eaglehawk Neck, Southern
Tasmania
variable dimensions
CollecMon of the arMst

A large object and super 8 installation eventuated, indoors at Goldsmiths
College University of London, titled Hoping Objects Home.
Paper placed within tiny bottles expressed my desire for repatriation of all our
ancestors and cultural material held distant from us. I threw these into the sea
at a place, time and tide that was most likely to have sent these home to
Tasmania. Dorset Lighthouse UK was the mirror zone of the Eddystone
Lighthouse in the County of Dorset, Tasmania, in my home country.
This action was filmed on super 8 that, once processed, looped across a
room/seascape in London.
The key visual representation in this work was a roll call identikit directory of
sixteen plywood pyrographically inscribed figures; those responsible for our
Missing. These figures were moored in a virtual seascape amidst the flickering
film footage that addressed the story of our loss to anyone who could find one
of my encased messages in a bottle.
I subsequently posted just the figures back to Tasmania via ROYAL MAIL,
and installed them in a group outdoor exhibition at Eaglehawk Neck Bay
Tasman Peninsula in Southern Tasmania. They
submerged and reemerged
with the actions of the tide – somewhat like memory. It seemed appropriate
that I returned them to the scene of their crimes, Tasmania.

Julie Gough
Head count 2008
Found chair with brass rods & black crow
shells
85.5 x 43 x 43 cm
Redlands School, NSW

[Point 1. concluded]
To conclude and reiterate on point 1 - I have avoided publicly exhibiMng work
that focuses literally on parMcular missing or repatriated dead.
I haven’t made artwork about named people or denoted people by their
REPATRIATED status or not, in my art or research.
I view this as taboo, too sad, unﬁnished, poliMcally charged and a process
controlled by others – eg: the TAC.
I have wri^en about many Old People/ancestors, in these cases I also haven’t
discussed the locaMon of their bodies auer death.

Julie Gough
TIME KEEPER 2015
Bruny Island bull kelp (Durvillea potatorum), sand, twigs and Lomandra longifolia, Oyster Cove, Dianella tasmanica
Acquired by the NaMonal Museum of Australia
Exhibited in Unsehled – stories within, NaMonal Museum of Australia, 2 December 2015 – 28 March 2016
Images by George Serras

Now - Point 2
What are the possibili&es for working as an ar&st about the repatria&on of
cultural objects ?
[2.1]
I am more comfortable focusing on cultural objects and repatriaMon and
produce work about this/them. These objects are powerful, their unknown
maker status means many could have been made by any of our ancestors, so we
are collecMvely responsible for them. Also, they can and for me, do, stand in for
the Old people metaphorically, an entwined story of parallels.
Our cultural objects in the collecMons of dozens of museums consist of stone
tools, twined baskets, one kelp water carrier, an unknown but large number of
shell necklaces, a twined bark string necklace, spears and waddies.
There are also probably other object types we don’t yet know are out there.

Background story to one project
In 2012 ﬁve Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island arMsts : Judy Watson, Jonathan Jones,
Elma Kris, Wukun Wanambi and myself were invited as part of an ANU ARC project, in
collaboraMon with the BM and NMA to research collecMons in the BriMsh Museum
towards producing a response artwork to be exhibited in the BM and NMA some years
later.
This exhibiMon was Mtled: UNSETTLED: stories within (Dec 2015 – March 2016) and was
exhibited in the NaMonal Museum of Australia (NMA) in a gallery adjacent to and I
would suggest as a counterpoint criMque of the major exhibiMon: ENCOUNTERS - that
focused on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander objects held in the BriMsh Museum
(BM) - sent to Canberra for this exhibiMon. There is a lot to be unpacked about
ENCOUNTERS (for another Mme!)

Unknown maker, donor Joseph Milligan 1851
Pitcher of the Aborigines of VD Land.
Model water vessel made of seaweed (kelp)
British museum, OC 1851, 1122.2
Great Exhibition London #234, 5 x 2.5 inches

Time Keeper / Tomalah (meaning LONG WAY) was my artwork response to the
Tasmanian Aboriginal Kelp Water Carrier held in the BriMsh Museum, made by
an unknown person, likely at Oyster Cove opposite Bruny Island in southern
Tasmania c.1850, and exhibited in the Great ExhibiMon of 1851 in the Crystal
Palace in London, auer which it entered the BriMsh Museum.
That kelp carrier was not known in our community, or not at least beyond a
couple of people if anyone, unMl 2008-9 when it was spo^ed, then recently
uploaded, on the BriMsh Museum website.

Lesueur, Charles Alexander.
ʻManufactures of the Tasmanians
including a basket and a kelp water
containerʼ. Peron, Francois and
Freycinet, Louis, 1824, Voyage de
Decouvertes aux Terres Australes,
Paris. 4 vols. and Atlas. Le Havre,
France, Musee dʼhistoire naturelle.
no.18.011-1

“Fucus palmatus, which they use to
make their drinking vases [is]
something I have only seen in one
place” Francois Peron
lle Maria - suite des observations de
phisique [sic] et dʼhistoire naturelle,
ventose an x, 1802, Le Havre Museum
dʼhistoire Naturelle. Manuscript no. 18 042
p.22

UnMl that Mme, since the early 1990s we had been making kelp water carriers following
a two dimensional artwork by the French arMst Charles Alexandre Lesueur who was on
the expediMon of Nicolas Baudin to Tasmanian waters in 1802.
So Now today Tasmanian Aboriginal people are sMll making Kelp water carriers from a
two dimensional image, now the photographs of the kelp carrier on the BM website…
This surely illustrates the imperaMve for not only our ancestors but our objects,
parMcularly unique objects, to come home and reunite with us.
It was parMcularly sad that our kelp water carrier was ulMmately selected to come back
to Australia, but not to Tasmania, for ENCOUNTERS last year, before being ‘returned’ to
the BriMsh Museum.
Before conMnuing to describe the work Time Keeper/Tomalah I will detour brieﬂy to
speak to the importance of cultural making today for Tasmanian Aboriginal people, and
how this form of cultural maintenance was viewed as a luxury unMl recently, with
greater responsibiliMes requiring a^enMon ﬁrst.

17 Tasmanian Aboriginal baskets made during the c1840s that are held in the
collec&on of the Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery, Hobart

TAYENEBE - in brief – a story about making
During 2006 I was fortunate to be invited to curate an exhibiMon TAYENEBE: Tasmanian
Aboriginal women’s ﬁbre work at the Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery (TMAG) that
opened in 2009, and also toured to the mainland. This exhibiMon followed a series of
successful gatherings/workshops statewide organised by Lola Greeno in which more than
30 women and girls “woke up” twined plant weaving again amongst our people.
The project was funded by TMAG, NMA and Arts Tas. One key realizaMon, for me, that
emerged was that the Mme was criMcal, by which I mean the date or era – 2006- 2009.
Our people were decimated by the late 1840s, by which Mme we were probably about
100 people - on mainland Tasmania and on Bass Strait Islands. Regrouping on mainland
Tasmania occurred in the 1970s and organised requests for repatriaMon led to Trucanini’s
return in 1976, from which point repatriaMon of ancestors, led by the TAC, has been
constant. During the forty years - from 1976 to 2006 the community focus was sMll on
these criMcal ma^ers of utmost responsibility – ancestor’s return and land return. While
this is ongoing, by c2006, so much had been achieved and was well underway, that it was
considered possible and not irresponsible to focus a li^le on cultural making, renewing
cultural pracMces that had been all or half asleep due to the needs to ﬁrst ‘ﬁx’ the most
urgent and terrible ma^ers.

TAYENEBE brought people together, making and sharing, not only skills and knowledge,
but also stories and renewing distanced family relaMonships.
This was about interconnecMvity – people, ancestors, objects, and place – and it provided
an example of what we had been missing. Tayenebe was also unavoidably about where
to collect plants and when and how and plant wellbeing - and with that came all kinds
of further shared knowledge, responsibiliMes and journeys.
Hence, this is another example of why we need to know where are all our cultural
objects and not only our ancestors. Knowing about ourselves and our history, what is
needing work, what is healing, reconnects us with place, re-energises us as acMve self
determining agents, and equips us with a future and not only a past we have necessarily
been stuck in, ﬁxing- and that work, in repatriaMon and its poliMcs, is not the right path
for everyone.

Ar&st statement – TIME KEEPER / TOMALAH :
My response to visiMng in London this precious object made by our Old People was to
undertake a purposeful re-making, a form of sister carrier, with new purpose.
In Tasmania I sought the likeliest material source for the bull kelp (Durvillea potatorum),
that formed the carrier held in the BriMsh Museum, the kelp beds at South Bruny Island,
near Adventure Bay.
I harvested the sMcks from the same area, and the sand from the island’s Isthmus. At
Oyster Cove I collected the Lomandra and Dianella leaves to make the handle.
The same sand that helped form the carrier also transformed it into a vessel for telling
Mme, a Time Keeper.
Suspended, with a hole in its base, Time Keeper is repurposed; rather than holding
water, it trickles sand into a conical pile beneath, a statement about Mme spent apart between the carrier, its homeland, its people, and its intended purpose…
(cont’d ...)

Julie Gough
TOMALAH 2015 (ﬁlm sMlls) Video projecMon, HDMI, mp4, 16:9, H264, 1080p, sound, 4:50 min:sec,
edited by Mark Kuilenburg. View on you tube: h^ps://youtu.be/iuKQLuKuGxk

The accompanying video projecMon TOMALAH (long way) brings place and objects
together, virtually, given the unlikelihood of the object’s repatriaMon.
When considering grains of sand, the Mme between now and 1850 is 165 years, more
than 60,000 days that the BriMsh Museum-held kelp carrier has been absent from
home.
The ﬁlm presents the beach where the kelp was sourced for my contemporary carrier,
my visit to the c.1850 kelp carrier in the BriMsh Museum storage facility, and
contributes their sounds to the exhibiMon.
I hoped the homeland that the c.1850 Kelp carrier hasn’t heard for generaMons could
be absorbed by it while in the NaMonal Museum of Australia. A bi^ersweet reunion.

DONATED BY DR A.C. HADDON (1855 – 1940)

Julie Gough
The Lost World (part 2)
23 October – 20 November 2013
MAA (Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology)
University of Cambridge, England
CAST (Contemporary Art Studios Tasmania) Hobart
View on: h^p://youtu.be/HGMZrZRga3M

A second artwork example that responded to / enacted / invoked a call for object
repatriaMon was the artwork THE LOST WORLD (part 2) exhibited at Cambridge
University Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, UK (CUMAA) and CAST
(Contemporary Art Services Tasmania) in Hobart in Oct-Nov 2013, for which I virtually
‘returned’ via their photographs, stone tools across Tasmania.

Exhibi&on statements:
The Lost World (Part 2) is a solo exhibiMon by Tasmanian Aboriginal arMst Julie Gough simultaneously installed in the
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology and at Contemporary Art Tasmania (CAT), Hobart. The installaMon
explores the absence of objects from their original people and place. The exhibiMon features projecMons of Gough’s
2013 video work The Lost World (Part 2) in the Andrews Gallery and opposite the façade of the Museum on Downing
Street. The ﬁlm shows the arMst virtually ‘returning’, across Tasmania, photographs of thirty-ﬁve Aboriginal stone
tools held in the Museum.
Filming the return of portraits of missing stone artefacts reconnected the arMst spaMally and geologically with her
island while real Mme webcam streaming in the gallery between Tasmania and Cambridge temporally reconnects the
artefacts with their homeland and people. The artefacts ‘returned’ in the ﬁlm are installed in the gallery and sent
virtually back to Tasmania as live web-camera feed. A second web-camera shows the photograph of one artefact
currently outdoors in Tasmania.

In brief - Australian then Research fellow at Cambridge University, UK, Khadija von
Zinnenburg Carroll contacted me in 2012, about the Tasmanian Objects at Cambridge
University Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, and whether I might be
interested in seeing them when soon auer visiMng the UK and the BriMsh Museum,
perhaps towards an art response project.
This was a follow on from a previous potenMal response project that didn’t eventuate
at Cambridge, Harvard in the USA.

Julie Gough
The Lost World (part 2) 2013 (ﬁlm sMlls)
HDMI video projecMon, 75 min, 16:9, colour, sound
edited by Jemma Rea

Khadija managed to have a list of Tasmanian cultural objects provided to me and I requested
for my visit to view the stone tools.
I determined to highlight the problems with visitaMon without any sense of imminent return
by enacMng a virtual repatriaMon of these tools in Tasmania.
I consider stone tools a neglected aspect of museum collecMons, and I am drawn to them, but
a KEY QUESTION is whether showing interest in stone tools, and requesMng to view them,
might overturn the potenMal for their dusty uselessness to translate into easier repatriaMon
back to us ? In short - Am I/did I jeopardise their return by my interest in them, and
subsequent project focus on them ?

This project required a lot of support, parMcularly from Khadija who curated /
managed it from the onset, and while I was in Australia, and upon my return to
install the work.
Khadija also conceived and organized a project symposium.
A dozen other people, acknowledged on the museum and Tasmanian CAT gallery
website were also criMcal to its success, including museum personnel.

This was my ﬁrst major project requiring such a team eﬀort.
ReﬂecMng on this project – it ﬁrstly raised issues unavoidably, foremost perhaps menMoned earlier, are my fears of jeopardizing repatriaMon, in this case – of stone tools.
Secondly, I quesMon whether arMst interacMon and engagement with a museum
provides the insMtuMon with an otherwise undeserved and easy aura of interacMve/
communicaMve/responsive best pracMce – Mck a box & Tasmania is covered?
Are we arMsts being used by such insMtuMons ? or - are we using them ? or both ?
What are the costs ? This is diﬃcult to discern.

(2.2)
My ﬁnal point in this second topic quesMon following those two artwork
responses is to ask where is the separaMon between Ancestors/human remains
and objects ?
Who determines this ? - given Mme constraints I will only outline one example.
There are at least 9 busts in France of Tasmanian Aboriginal people daMng to the
1830s, their latest inclusion in a permanent exhibiMon is at best diﬃcult.

Musée de l’Homme, Paris
21 May 2016

Three years ago and also 4 months ago I was able to visit these busts while in France.
Between the ﬁrst and second visit several of the busts in the key holding insMtuMon – then
the MHN Paris had migrated from storage at the Jardin de Plantes, MHN to public
display within an alarming giant cascade of non anglo busts downriver at the reopened
Musee de L’Homme.
Beneath these were groupings of other busts, including Trucanini and Woorrady
produced by Benjamin Law in 1835-36, are replete with a press bu^on sound
component of them speaking, in English voices, a script certainly not produced, nor
ve^ed by anyone I can imagine in our community.
This is a very creepy example of making the dead speak, in tongues that are not ours.
Encountering them exempliﬁed how very far distant seems everywhere beyond
Australia from Tasmania, parMcularly ethically in terms of disregarding possibiliMes of
communicaMng, understanding, recognizing us today and building relaMonships, or
presenMng any ‘authenMc’/endorsed representaMon of our people.

Facing these busts always shakes any convicMon I have about where our objects,
our dead, and representaMons of us begin and end.
I am increasingly convinced that we need more involvement in the research and
arMculaMons and re-presentaMons of the representaMons of our people, whether
originally wri^en, cast, sketched, etc, by non Aboriginal people, in order to
understand the contexts of our histories within mainstream history. Otherwise we
are perpetually beholden to and bewildered by other researcher’s secondary
texts and interpretaMons, intermi^ently doled out to us, and by being then faced
with fragments from which, we can make li^le sense of our hi/story.

Julie Gough
HUNTING GROUND (Haunted) Van Diemen’s Land, 2016 (ﬁlm projecMon sMlls)
HDMI video projecMon, 16:9, colour, sound, 13:16 min, edited by Angus Ashton, 10 prints , 462 x 329 mm, BFK Rives paper 280gsm,
printed by Cicada Press, UNSW. View on: h^ps://youtu.be/1mBvRpGuGAI Exhibited in WITH SECRECY AND DESPATCH, curated by
Tess Allas and Dave Garneau, Campbelltown Arts Centre NSW, 8 April – 12 June 2016

Now for my ﬁnal point – 3 – and then a brief conclusion
[3] what are the possibili&es for working as an Aboriginal ar&st about the
repatria&on of history
(3.1) The repatriaMon of our history is my key focus.
I am calling it history – but really it is something like our shadow spine, what
intangibly carries us.
I haven’t spent enough Mme in museums or with museum held objects to focus
on them, in a proper way, especially given my ongoing concerns about working
in those spaces.
I have spent more Mme with wri^en texts and in archives as well as on Country,
meaning across all of Tasmania.

Julie Gough
The Gathering 2015 (installaMon sMlls)
HDMI video, H264, 1080P, colour, sound, 18.13
mins, edited by Jemma Rea
table, enamel on Tasmanian oak, 28 found stones
variable dimensions
collecMon of the arMst
Ballarat Art Gallery, March 2015

I think that place holds truths about hidden histories - that are also in part in
some oral stories and concealed and edited in texts.
I think it is possible to reproduce as art, outcomes of reuniMng place with
story.
While undertaking these artworks I am on Country, and I am connecMng with it,
healing myself and hopefully Country.
The art outcome is not as memorable, as visceral, for me as the experience of
making it, the process.

I am trying to return a / our past – shine a light on it – but this - our past is increasingly distanced
by many factors - these include:
[1] being replaced by other’s histories – Tasmania as a fully funded convict heritage tourism island
where there is only place for one OTHER, and that is not the Aboriginal as Other but the CONVICT as
the endorsed Other
[2] the diverse and somewhat divided Aboriginal community, divided in part by various centres and
corporaMons, meaning ouen families, compeMng for limited funding and alliances, while disagreeing
on several important issues
[3] pressures of contemporary life – health, income, stress - that reduce the ability to consider
history as important, or to be a^ended to
[4] being locked out of place by landholders – yes place is our past but it is increasingly diﬃcult for it
to be our present and future also
[5] being uninformed – being locked out of our past by academics and researchers who ﬁnd things,
but don’t really share informaMon and knowledge, just truncated scraps. Note: This is the worst case
generalizaMon!
These are consequences of colonizaMon that infect our every day and require immense energy to
think around, and strategise our survival amidst.
It is criMcal that others acknowledge and help alleviate these factors, where possible.

Two of my (wordpress) history blogs

I now will share two pre-concluding points or rather suggesMons, before actually
concluding by reﬂecMng on aspects of being an arMst working with the past, and what
that might mean and provision me with.

Firstly - a call for regular self reﬂec&on when working with and about Aboriginal people/
culture …
Given Aboriginal communiMes are living with intergeneraMonal trauma and stress, in no small
part due to conMnual loss of power and control over one’s own life…. It cannot hurt a
researcher, non Aboriginal or Aboriginal, to periodically reconsider and interrogate their role.
Eg: By being at an event like this I am privileged. This is thus a good Mme to reﬂect.
• Why am I (you/who) doing this/a project, or planning to ?
• For who is it for ? who will beneﬁt ?
• Is this for the common good ? what is that ?
• Is it being managed or proposed by the right people
• Were Aboriginal people involved at the onset, in creaMng/structuring the project ?
Is it at the right Mme ?
• Should I be the one, or only one doing this ? Who is missing ?
• Is the concept of responsible intergeneraMonal transmission of knowledge inbuilt into the
project, plus across families/community (not only within one family) (if relevant) ?
• Who is calling the shots ?
BUT
• How to remedy, recMfy ma^ers if they are not right ?
• It is not good if there is not the means to amend a problem project – Mme wasMng
• But throwing more money, or consultaMon, or personnel at it auer the fact sets a poor
example.
• There seems no real mechanism, or examples, for re-sejng ﬂawed projects.

Julie Gough
The Consequence of Chance 2010 (installaMon images)
Shadow and sound work in : ‘Immemorial – reaching back beyond
memory’, Curators: Steve Eland, Norberto Roldan, Vargas Museum
University of the Philippines

Secondly a call for those in the ﬁeld to slightly extend their research eﬀorts :
While repatriaMon teams and projects are looking for the dead I keep hoping, as do many
others, to also locate their objects.
Museum projects and searches shouldn’t segregate and focus only on the dead.
Useful cultural object informaMon can be collected at the same Mme by successful
inﬁltrators, and then provided to those with parallel Cultural object research underway,
by whom I mean the Aboriginal people and communiMes aﬀected and waiMng.
Perhaps a one stop online database is needed ? for anyone to list / upload
whereabouts of what is seen and where worldwide.
The Missing objects at least can be linked / mapped to be accessed by the original
community.
The protocols - hosMng and access and use of even this most basic of informaMon
seems complex. Even publicly accessible lists of object’s whereabouts would, I fear, set
some academics into a research outcome frenzy of informaMon theorizaMon and
ownership. Peer to peer observaMonal ethics might work here.
InformaMon, archives, journals, data about Aboriginal people, objects and culture is
Aboriginal cultural material. Data mining in isolaMon from, unguided by the people
concerned is dubious, unethical and ulMmately empty.
So, how might such a digital database be structured and managed ?

Julie Gough
Time capsules (biher pills) 2001
carved cu^leﬁsh, stones,
15 x 8 x 7 cm
Private collecMon

Julie Gough
Transmimng Device 2005
Lomandra longifolia, limpets
40 x 25 x 25 cm
private collecMon

Julie Gough
The Impossible Return 2010-2011
tea tree, eucalyptus & kangaroo skin
installaMon: 227h x 26w x 10d cm

In conclusion
Art tests me in its making and exhibiMon, and hopefully also the audience who
encounters it.
Art and arMsts can ouen appear non threatening which can facilitate diﬃcult
dialogues, while also leaving the arMst/ creator open to diverse opportuniMes, such
as this conference, and also diverse criMque - both as an arMst and for me, as an
Aboriginal person.
I must own any art or cultural issues that eventuate…..
(conMnued... )

Julie Gough
Some Tasmanian Aboriginal children living
with non-Aboriginal people before 1840 2008
found chair with burnt tea tree sMcks
Installed approx: 288 x 60 x 50 cm
collecMon of the NaMonal Gallery of Australia

…. I value this arMst role because it is a form of mobilizaMon, which is at the very
least empowering, and to date has organically proposed and directed the next taskartwork undertaken.
I suggest that this work is not merely art, but a methodology to proacMvely respond
to the unfolding world by purposeful producMon, and so infact is a modern, albeit
lonelier, version of pre colonial life.
It is in this way close to the RETURN that I perpetually seek.

Thank you
www.juliegough.net
juliegoughtasmania@gmail.com

Exhibited in:
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Linden - St Kilda Centre for Contemporary Art
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Greeno,
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Gough, Denise Robinson, Treahna Hamm, Lorraine
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Northey-Connelly
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Exhibited Linden – St Kilda Centre for Contemporary Art, 2005

